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Abstract The exchanges between the Nordic Seas and the Arctic Ocean are important for the ocean cir-
culation and climate. Transports are here estimated using summer hydrographic data from the Greenland
Sea and the Fram Strait. Geostrophic transports are computed from hydrographic sections at 758N in the
Greenland Sea and at about 798N in the Fram Strait. Geostrophic velocities are adjusted with summer veloc-
ities derived from Argo ﬂoats, and four conservation constraints are applied to a box closed by the two sec-
tions. The estimated net volume transports are 0.86 1.5 Sv southward. Net freshwater transports through
the Greenland Sea section are estimated at 546 20 mSv and through the Fram Strait section at 666 9 mSv.
Heat loss in the area between the two sections is estimated at 96 12 TW. Convection depths in the Green-
land Sea are estimated from observations and vary between about 200 and 2000 dbar showing no trend.
Water mass properties in the Greenland Sea are affected both by convection and lateral mixing. Vertical
mixing is estimated from hydrography and based on it about 1 Sv of diluted Arctic Ocean waters are esti-
mated to enter the Greenland Sea. The properties of Atlantic, intermediate, and deep waters are studied.
Deep water properties are deﬁned using water mass triangles and are subject to decadal changes.
1. Introduction
Oceanographic processes active in the Greenland Sea and in the Arctic Ocean (Figure 1) are important for the
large scale circulation. The North Atlantic Current transports about 7.46 1.1 Sv (1 Sv5 106 m3/s) of warm and
saline Atlantic water (AW) across the Greenland-Scotland Ridge, and some over continental shelf areas into
the Nordic Seas (Greenland, Iceland, and Norwegian Seas) [Hansen et al., 2015]. While part of the AW remains
and participates in the processes in the Nordic Seas [e.g., Swift and Aagaard, 1981], a part ﬂows to the Arctic
Ocean through the Barents Sea [e.g., Rudels, 1986; Blindheim, 1989; Ingvaldsen et al., 2004] and in the West
Spitsbergen Current (WSC) through the Fram Strait [e.g., Rudels, 1987], where part of the northward ﬂowing
AW recirculates southwestward [e.g., Bourke et al., 1988]. Warm, subsurface AW was observed in the Arctic
Basin already by Nansen [1902] and the return ﬂow of warm AW was observed in the East Greenland Current
in the Fram Strait by Ryder [1891]. At the surface cold and low-saline surface water from the Arctic Ocean ﬂows
through the Fram Strait in the East Greenland Current (EGC) to the Greenland Sea and southward [e.g.,Manley,
1995; Fahrbach et al., 2001; Rudels et al., 2005]. The deep water exchanges between the Arctic Ocean and the
rest of the oceans are possible only through the 2600 m deep Fram Strait.
Cooling and sinking of the warm AW in the Nordic Seas is part of the thermohaline overturning circulation
renewing and ventilating the deep waters in the oceans [Rahmstorf, 1995]. Southward ﬂowing dense water
crosses the Greenland-Scotland Ridge at several places, the most prominent being the Denmark Strait in
the west and the Faroe Bank Channel in the east. The source for the Denmark Strait overﬂow water was ini-
tially proposed to be the intermediate water formed in the Iceland Sea [Swift et al., 1980; Swift and Aagaard,
1981] but later also the Greenland Sea was considered to be a source for the denser part of the Denmark
Strait overﬂow [Smethie and Swift, 1989]. Deep water from the Norwegian Sea, formed by mixing between
the Greenland Sea and Arctic Ocean deep water [Aagaard et al., 1985; Rudels, 1986; Swift and Koltermann,
1988], was considered to supply the overﬂow in the Faroe Bank Channel [Dooley and Meincke, 1981; Boren€as
and Lundberg, 1988]. The processes in the basins of the Nordic Seas became regarded as major sources for
the overﬂow water and thus drivers for the thermohaline overturning circulation in the Atlantic Ocean
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(a detailed review provided by Hansen and Østerhus [2000]), and the convection in the Greenland Sea was
considered as the main process.
No convection events reaching to the bottom in the Greenland Sea or the subsequent deep and bottom water
renewal were documented in the Greenland Sea Project started in the 1980s, nor in the following experiments,
and tracer studies indicated a reduced ventilation of the deep water after the 1970s [B€onisch and Schlosser, 1995].
In the 1990s, the temperature-salinity structure of the Greenland Sea water column started to change. An inter-
mediate depth temperature maximum started to evolve and the doming of the isopycnals began to weaken. A
likely explanation is that the deep convection was reduced and the dense bottom water was no longer renewed.
This would have allowed for the less dense and warmer Amerasian (Canadian) Basin deep water, which before
had been forced to continue along the Greenland slope toward the Iceland Sea and Denmark Strait, to penetrate
Figure 1. Locations of the 798N and 758N hydrographıc sections, and the Nordic Seas currents. Currents transporting AW (red), return AW
(orange), Norwegian Coastal Current (green), and the Greenland Sea convective gyre waters (cyan).
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from the rim into the central Greenland Sea gyre [Rudels, 1995]. The intermediate water formed in the Greenland
Sea became less dense and no longer sank deep enough to remove the intermediate temperature maximum.
The convection in the Greenland Sea became limited to the layers above the intermediate temperature maxi-
mum, which was gradually displaced downward from 800 to 2000 dbar [Budeus et al., 1998; Budeus and Ronski,
2009]. In an earlier paper, Quadfasel and Meincke [1987] state that in some years convection does not extend
below a few hundred meters so similar features may have existed before the 1990s.
The effects of the weakening deep convection on the overﬂow and the thermohaline overturning circulation
were in the 1990s considered with some alarm and Rahmstorf [1995] pointed out that the increase in freshwater
content in the upper layer might limit the dense water formation and result in a breakdown of the overturning
circulation and thus a change to a weaker estuarine circulation as proposed by Stommel [1961]. However, at
about the same time the importance of the dense water formations in the Greenland Sea and Iceland Sea gyres
for the overﬂow and the thermohaline circulation became questioned.Mauritzen [1996a, 1996b] noted that the
main increase in density of the Atlantic water entering the Arctic Mediterranean across the Greenland-Scotland
Ridge occurs in the Norwegian Sea, and proposed that the Atlantic water that recirculates in the Fram Strait as
well as the part that enters the Arctic Ocean and later returns in the East Greenland Current, were both already
in the Fram Strait dense enough to supply the Denmark Strait overﬂow water. The formation of dense water in
the deep basin gyres, by contrast, was regarded to be less important. This view of the origin of the Denmark
Strait overﬂowwater is still partly valid but has beenmodiﬁed since the discovery of the North Iceland Jet, which
supplies the densest Denmark Strait overﬂowwater from the Iceland slope [Jonsson and Valdimarsson, 2004].
At present, the Greenland Sea produces intermediate water with densities such that the water formed in
the Greenland Sea can now contribute more directly to the overﬂow than earlier, when the water was too
dense to cross the Greenland-Scotland Ridge. The Arctic Ocean deep waters that earlier were observed in
the Denmark Strait [Buch et al., 1996], and perhaps also present north of the Iceland continental slope
[Rudels et al., 1999], now penetrate into the Greenland Sea gyre and replace and transform, by mixing,
the deeper layers in the Greenland Sea [Meincke et al., 1997; Somavilla et al. 2013]. This not only affects the
Greenland Sea but also the deep waters advected from the Greenland Sea to the Fram Strait and into the
Arctic Ocean. Some of these changes in the deeper layers occurring in the Fram Strait and in the Greenland
Sea during the last 20 years have been reported [Budeus and Ronski, 2009; Rudels, 2010; Langehaug and
Falck, 2012; Rudels et al, 2012; von Appen et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015].
In this paper, the water mass properties and their changes are studied in the Fram Strait and in the Greenland
Sea, and the transport of Arctic Ocean waters to the Nordic Seas, as well as the amount of waters transported to
the Arctic Ocean through the Fram Strait, are estimated. Hydrographic sections from 1999 to 2010 in the Fram
Strait and along 758N in the Greenland Sea, reaching from the Greenland shelf to the Svalbard continental slope
and the Barents Sea shelf, are combined to form a quasiclosed box. The oceanic transports of waters ﬂowing
through a box limited by the two sections are estimated from geostrophy and constrained by continuity require-
ments on volume and salt for different parts of the box. The effect of convection at the 758N section is consid-
ered when deﬁning the constraints. The velocities at 758N are additionally constrained by advection velocities
derived from Argo ﬂoats circulating in the Greenland Sea gyre. This work is an extension of the approach used
by Houssais et al. [1995] and Marnela et al. [2013]. In section 2, the data used are described. In section 3, the
method is described and the transports through the Fram Strait and the 758N section are derived. In section 4,
the mixing and water mass transformation in the Greenland Sea are examined and changes of water mass prop-
erties in the Greenland Sea and the Fram Strait are described. Section 5 contains the summary and discussion.
2. Data
Hydrographic sections have been obtained in 1999–2002, 2004, 2005, 2008, and 2010 through various proj-
ects, by mainly the Alfred Wegener Institute’s (AWI) research vessel Polarstern, and the 2000 Fram Strait sec-
tion by the Norwegian Polar Institute’s (NPI) research vessel Lance, with one section located at 758N
crossing the Greenland Sea and the other in the Fram Strait at approximately 798N (788 49’N to 798 10’N) so
that both sections reach from the western to eastern shelf (Table A1a). The instruments used were SBE
9111 CTD (Conductivity, Temperature, Depth) proﬁlers.
The data have been averaged for every 1 dbar except for the 1999 Fram Strait data which have been aver-
aged to 2 dbar intervals, thus for the corresponding 758N section in 1999 every second value is used.
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Salinity spikes greater than 0.003 have been removed from the data. Gaps in the vertical have been linearly
interpolated over. Missing 2–4 m at the surface have been extrapolated to the surface using the uppermost
observation of the cast as a constant value. Instabilities are unremoved and unsmoothed.
At the 75N section coherent vortices, long-lived regions of swirling ﬂow [Gascard et al., 2002; Oliver et al., 2008],
can be present. Temperatures and salinities in these vortices differ from the surroundings and thus affect the
mean temperatures and salinities averaged for the sections as noted by Budeus and Ronski [2009]. Coherent vor-
tices have been removed from the Greenland Sea deep basin in 2001 (one station) and 2002 (four stations).
Historical temperature and salinity data from the Greenland Sea from the late 1970s onward as well as
newer data from the Greenland and Norwegian Seas and the Fram Strait (Table A1b) are used to provide
supplementary information about the changes in the water mass properties.
Argo ﬂoats provide year-round proﬁles from the Nordic Seas as well as an estimate for the drift. Argo ﬂoats usu-
ally follow the currents at a ﬁxed pressure and take a temperature and salinity proﬁle every 10 days between a
maximum depth of 2000 dbar and the surface. Most of the ﬂoats used in this study had a parking depth of
1000 dbar, but some had a parking depth of 500 or 1500 dbar. Argo data are collected and made freely avail-
able by the International Argo Program and the national initiatives that contribute to it (http://www.argo.net).
Argo is a pilot program of the Global Ocean Observing System. Argo data for the Greenland Sea area are avail-
able online from 2001 onward and for the Fram Strait from 2006 onwards. For this study, quality-checked
(Delayed Mode Quality Control - DMQC) Argo data not included in the grey list were downloaded from http://
www.coriolis.eu.org which is one of the two Global Data Assembly Centers (GDACs).
3. Method
3.1. Transport Estimates
3.1.1. Geostrophic Method
Transports between the Nordic Seas and the Arctic Ocean are estimated from 8 years of hydrographic measure-
ments between 1999 and 2010. Two hydrographic sections, one located at 758N in the Greenland Sea and the
other at approximately 798N in the Fram Strait have previously been studied separately [e.g., Budeus and Ronski,
2009; Langehaug and Falck, 2012; Somavilla et al., 2013], and are now combined to form a quasiclosed box in a
way similar to Houssais et al. [1995] and Marnela et al. [2013]. All water exchange between the Fram Strait and
the Nordic Seas is assumed to pass through the two sections. Geostrophic transports are computed setting the
velocity to zero near the bottom. The stations are not of equal depth and the method of Jacobsen and Jensen
[1926] is used to estimate velocities for the deeper station in a station pair, below the common depth of the
two stations that the geostrophic velocity is computed between. See Marnela et al. [2013] for details.
3.1.2. Conservation Constraints
Four conservation constraints are applied requiring a balance between the net transports consisting of the
transports carried by the baroclinic part of velocities obtained from the geostrophic computations and by
the unknown barotropic part of the velocities. The constraints are set in a method similar to that described
in Houssais et al. [1995] and Marnela et al. [2013] and are:
ð ð
g1
vbðxÞSðx; zÞdxdz5C12
ð ð
g1
vbcðx; zÞSðx; zÞdxdz (1)
ð ð
g2
vbðxÞdxdz5C22
ð ð
g2
vbcðx; zÞdxdz (2)
ð ð
g2
vbðxÞSðx; zÞdxdz5C32
ð ð
g2
vbcðx; zÞSðx; zÞdxdz (3)
ð ð
g3
vbðxÞdxdz5C42
ð ð
g3
vbcðx; zÞdxdz; (4)
where vb(x) is the depth-independent barotropic velocity to be determined, vbc(x,z) is the baroclinic veloc-
ity, S is salinity 3 density and gk (k5 1,. . .,4) stands for the area of the CTD sections over which the
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Figure 2. (a) A salinity proﬁle from the central Greenland Sea in 2008 with the convection depth, salinity maximum, salinity maximum layer, gradient layer, and the homogeneous bot-
tom layer marked with arrows. (b) The seasonal cycle (from November 2007 to October 2008) in the central Greenland Sea as observed in the potential temperature and salinity proﬁles
obtained from Argo ﬂoats. The month of observation is shown in color in the proﬁles and on the map.
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constraint is applied. The boxes are assumed to have no sources and sinks and the constraints Ck are equal
to zero.
Salt balance is required for the whole area (constraint 1). Two additional constraints require a balance of vol-
ume (2) and salt (3) transports between an estimated maximum depth of the Greenland Sea convection
during the 1999–2010 observation period, 1900 dbar, and the Fram Strait sill depth (Figure 2 and Table 1).
The upper limit is kept constant at 1900 dbar due to difﬁculty in annually estimating the convection depth
with certainty, and to avoid the inﬂuence of upper ocean processes during years of shallow convection. In
2001 and 2002, coherent vortices are found in the GS section that reach deeper than 1900 dbar, in 2001 to
about 2000 dbar, and in 2002 to 2500 dbar. These vortices are removed and their effect assumed local. The
sill depth is at about 2600 dbar [Klenke and Schenke, 2002], but since the deepest Fram Strait stations reach
below 2700 dbar, 2700 dbar is used as the lower limit. A volume balance is also required for the deep
Greenland Sea below 2700 dbar (constraint 4).
A variational approach is then used to ﬁnd the least energetic barotropic corrections needed to fulﬁl the
constraints in a way similar to the method in Rudels et al. [2008]. The barotropic velocity component vb is
computed by minimizing the kinetic energy of the barotropic part using the method of Lagrangian multi-
pliers [Lanczos, 1970; Wunsch, 1978; Stommel and Veronis, 1981]. The barotropic reference velocities are
determined by solving the Moore-Penrose inverse with no error term introduced in the equations. See
details in Marnela et al. [2013].
3.1.3. Argo-Based Velocity Adjustment
In an extension to the approach, the drift estimated from Argo ﬂoats with parking depths at 1000 and 1500
dbar (Figure 3) is used to adjust the geostrophic velocities at the 75N section. The difference between
1000 and 1500 dbar velocities was found small, under 0.3 cm/s in most of the Nordic Seas, by Voet et al.
[2010] and velocities at both pressures are considered representative of the velocity at 1000 dbar. Argo
velocities are estimated from two consequent surface observations: from the last location before the dive
and the ﬁrst location after the dive. Thus derived velocities are assigned a location halfway between the
two observations. Voet et al. [2010] provide a detailed analysis of the errors involved in the velocity estima-
tion from the Argo ﬂoats, e.g., about the actual route of the ﬂoat versus a straight line estimate, and the
Table 1. Convection Depths Estimated From Hydrography (CTD, and Argo Floats When Available) in the Greenland Sea at About
756 0.58N and Between 58W and 18E, and the Salinity and Potential Temperature at the Bottom From 1999 to 2013a
Year
Convection
Depth (dbar)
Convection Depth
From Literature (dbar) S Bottom u Bottom (8C)
1999 700 700 (BR) 34.902 21.16
2000 1400 1400 (BR) 34.902 21.14
2001 1400–2000 1400 (BR) 34.903 21.13
2002 1600–2500 1600 (BR), 1100 (LQ),
1500 (L)
34.905 21.11
2003 200 1600 (BR),
200 (LQ, L)
34.906 21.10
2004 800 1000 (BR) 34.907 21.09
2005 700 800 (BR)
600 (LQ, L)
34.908 21.07
2006 800 800 (LQ),
1200 (L)
34.9095 21.06
2007 600 (LQ),
1400 (L)
34.911 21.05
2008 1700 1500 (M),
1800 (L)
34.9125 21.03
2009 700–1800 1700 (L) 34.9135 21.01
2010 200 400 (L) 34.914 21.00
2011 1900 1900 (L) >34.915 <20.97
2012 400 300 (M) >34.916 <20.96
2013 1500 34.918 20.96
aThe 2011 and 2012 values are estimated from shallower CTD data by adding 0.002 to salinity and subtracting 0.028C from potential
temperature based on differences in the temperature and salinity proﬁles during the other years. The 2011 and 2012 CTD data are not
from the center of the GS gyre and the actual values inside the gyre may be slightly colder and more saline. A range is given when
coherent vortices are present (2001, 2002) or when distinguishing whether the maximum observed convection depth originates from
an earlier year (2009). The values obtained by other studies are presented: Ronski and Budeus [2005] Budeus and Ronski [2009] (BR),
Latarius and Quadfasel’s [2010] (LQ), Latarius [2013] (L), and Moore et al. [2015] (M).
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inaccuracy of the surface positioning system. A seasonal minimum in the velocities during summer is noted
by Voet et al. [2010], which is when the hydrographic data have been collected. Argo summer data (June–
August) between years 2001 and 2010 from within 60.5 degree of the 75N latitude are thus selected for
adjusting the geostrophic velocities. The north-south components corresponding to the directions of geo-
strophic velocities across the zonal Greenland Sea section are shown in Figure 3b. For example, Voet et al.
[2010] describe a cyclonic ﬂow along the rims of the Greenland Sea basin. The Argo velocities tend to be
highest at the rims of the Greenland Sea gyre, at 758N the velocities estimated from the drift of the
ﬂoats are on the rims as high as 20 cm/s at 500 and 1000 dbar levels, and above 10 cm/s during summer
(Figure 3, only velocities at 1000 and 1500 dbar are shown) and in the center close to zero or variable. At
about 798N the maximum velocities from the ﬂoats drifting at 1000 dbar are about 10 cm/s.
A linear ﬁt is applied to the Argo derived north-south velocity components from the GS section between
12.5W and 15E, i.e., for the section part deeper than the parking depth of the Argo ﬂoats (1000 dbar). The
linear ﬁt gives 0.0012 m/s 3 longitude1 0.0013 m/s. In order to not add a net transport to the section
based on this simple approximation, the slope of the linear ﬁt is kept but a new constant term is found
Figure 3. (a) Velocities averaged from June to August Argo ﬂoat data in 2001–2010 at 1000 and 1500 dbar. Map produced with GMT
[Wessel and Smith, 1998]. (b) Argo derived northward-southward velocities (m/s) from June to August 2001–2010 with a linear ﬁt. Velocities
in northward direction are positive and in southward negative.
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Figure 4. Potential temperature-salinity diagrams with waters from the Greenland Sea (GS), Norwegian Sea (NS), and Fram Strait (FS west
and FS east) from 1982 to 2013 showing how the differences in the deep waters have become smaller. Pressure values are indicated with
colour. Potential density at 2000 dbar isolines from 37.375 to 37.5 kgm23 are shown. Water mass triangles with annually varying vertices
(water mass end-members) are shown. Map with the locations of the station proﬁles is produced with GMT [Wessel and Smith, 1998].
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annually that balances with area (the bottom description varies slightly depending on where the stations are
located). The constant term added to 0.0012 m/s 3 longitude varies between 20.00069 and 20.00039 m/s.
The function gives a velocity at 1000 dbar for the deep part of the GS section that is northward in the east
and southward in the west and one order of magnitude smaller than the maximum velocities obtained
from the Argo ﬂoats. This velocity is assumed to be absolute and the difference between this Argo linear ﬁt
velocity and the geostrophic velocity at 1000 dbar is then added as a constant to the geostrophic velocities
of the whole water column. The four constraints used in the ﬁrst approach are then applied.
3.2. Water Mass Transports and Changes
The water masses in the Greenland Sea and in the Fram Strait are ﬁrst separated into six water mass classes
based mainly on densities (Table A2): (1) Surface water, (2) Atlantic Water (AW), (3) dense AW (dAW), (4)
intermediate water, (5) deep water I including Canadian Basin Deep Water (CBDW) and the lightest part of
the Nordic Seas Deep Water (NDW), and (6) deep water II including Eurasian Basin Deep Water (EBDW) and
the deeper part of the Nordic Seas Deep Water (NDW) following the deﬁnition by Rudels et al. [2005]
and Rudels et al. [2008]. However, changes in the Greenland Sea deep water mass properties, i.e., warming
Figure 4. (continued)
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and saliniﬁcation [Somavilla et al., 2013], make it eventually impossible to distinguish between deep waters
of the Arctic Ocean and of the Nordic Seas origin using a constant salinity like in for example, Rudels et al.
[2005] (Figure 4) Also the Arctic Ocean water masses have become warmer, but not to the same degree
[Rudels et al., 2013; von Appen et al., 2015]. The deep water masses are therefore redeﬁned by forming a set
of triangles where the vertices of the triangles represent potential temperature and salinity properties of
Figure 5. Northward, southward, and net volume transports (Sv) from geostrophy with Argo adjustment and four constraints applied.
Coherent vortices have been removed in 2001 and 2002.
Table 2. Net Volume Transports (Sv) From Geostrophy With (a) Four Constraints Applied, (b) With Argo Adjustment First and Then Four
Constraints Applieda
a)
Year 758N Northward 758N Southward 758N Net 798N Northward 798N Southward 798N Net
1999 13.5 214.5 21.0 6.9 27.9 21.0
2000 17.9 218.7 20.8 6.8 27.6 20.8
2001 14.7 215.7 20.9 11.2 212.2 21.0
2002 14.0 217.0 23.0 10.2 213.1 23.0
2004 14.2 216.0 21.7 8.1 29.9 21.8
2005 16.5 218.8 22.3 7.2 29.5 22.4
2008 11.3 214.6 23.3 8.4 211.8 23.4
2010 11.9 214.3 22.5 14.8 217.3 22.5
MEAN 14.3 216.2 21.9 9.2 211.2 22.0
STD 2.2 1.8 1.0 2.8 3.2 1.0
b)
1999 16.0 216.0 20.0 7.6 27.7 20.1
2000 18.7 218.9 20.3 7.3 27.6 20.3
2001 18.4 216.0 2.4 13.0 210.6 2.4
2002 14.3 216.8 22.6 10.7 213.2 22.5
2004 15.5 216.8 21.3 8.6 29.9 21.3
2005 18.2 219.7 21.6 7.5 29.0 21.6
2008 13.2 214.7 21.5 9.7 211.2 21.6
2010 14.8 216.0 21.2 15.6 216.8 21.2
MEAN 16.1 216.9 20.8 10.0 210.8 20.8
STD 2.1 1.7 1.5 3.0 3.0 1.5
aCoherent vortices have been removed from both for years 2001 and 2002.
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Figure 6. (a) Volume transports and properties of surface water, Atlantic waters, intermediate water, and deep waters following the water
mass classiﬁcation of Rudels et al. [2005, 2008] in FS and GS, with Argo adjustment and four constraints applied. Northward transports are
positive and southward negative. (b) Intermediate and deep water volume transports (Sv) through FS and GS, with Argo adjustment and
four constraints applied. Triangle division with annually varying vertices is used. Northward transports are positive and southward nega-
tive. (c) Intermediate and deep water volume transports (Sv) through FS and GS, with Argo adjustment and four constraints applied. Trian-
gle division with ﬁxed vertices, except AIW varying annually, is used. Northward transports are positive and southward negative.
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Figure 6. (continued)
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Figure 6. (continued)
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Figure 7. Potential temperature (y axis) and salinity (x axis) volume bubbles from six water mass classes [Rudels et al., 2005, 2008] with
Argo adjusted geostrophy and four constraints applied. Deep waters are separated in a dense and less dense part (DWI and DWII; (a)–(c))
or based on water mass triangles with annually varying vertices (d).
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Figure 7. (continued)
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deep and intermediate water masses present in the Fram Strait and in the Nordic Seas (Figure 4). Water
mass values inside the triangles can be thought to be a mixture of water mass properties found at the verti-
ces of the triangle. The fractions f (from 0 to 1 inside the triangle) of each end point member of water can
be found by solving a set of equations for each point i inside a triangle:
f1  S11f2  S21f3  S35Si
f1  h11f2  h21f3  h35hi
f11f21f351
(5)
Three triangles with the following vertices are formed: (1) AIW (Arctic Intermediate Water) – CBDW – NDW,
(2) EBDW – NDW – CBDW, and (3) EBDW– GSDWdeep – NDW (Figure 4). The end points are deﬁned as: AIW
Figure 8. (a) Relative heat transports (relative to 20.18C), and (b) liquid freshwater transports (mSv) (relative to 34.9) at the FS and GS sec-
tions. Northward transports are positive and southward negative. The subtraction between GS and FS sections (black lines) is the heat/
freshwater divergence (negative) or convergence (positive) between the sections.
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as present in the Greenland Sea, CBDW at the Lomonosov Ridge sill depth in the Canada Basin, EBDW as in
the Nansen Basin at the Fram Strait sill depth, NDW in the Greenland Sea at the Fram Strait sill depth, and
GSDWdeep (Greenland Sea deep water closest to the bottom in the Greenland Sea). However, to ﬁt in most
data inside the triangles, the vertices of AIW, NDW, and GSDWdeep need to be chosen slightly outside of the
values present in the Greenland Sea. The values for AIW, NDW, and GSDWdeep are allowed to vary annually
and are estimated from hydrographic data. CBDW properties are kept constant. EBDW changes are small
and estimated from sparse data using linear interpolation and when necessary slightly adjusted to ﬁt data
inside the triangles.
Surface water, AW and dAW are deﬁned as previously [Rudels et al., 2008]. Not just the deep waters but also
the intermediate waters are affected by the new deﬁnition. Instead of separating the intermediate and
deep waters at a constant density, the annually changing line AIW–CBDW is chosen as the boundary
between the intermediate and deep waters.
Transports through the FS and GS sections are computed for the six water masses in Table A2 from geostro-
phy with four constraints applied both without (Table 2, only transports for the whole water column are
shown, not for the individual water mass classes) and with Argo adjustment (Table 2, Figures 5 and 6). Each
of the two sections is further separated to 4–5 parts: deep basin split in two at the zero meridian, slopes on
both sides and the EGC shelf when available (Figure 7). Transports from the Argo adjusted velocities are
also computed based on the triangle water mass composition (Figures 6 and 7).
3.3. Mixing
Mixing is studied from the Greenland Sea hydrographic data collected between years 1977 and 2013 (earlier
data exists, but the necessary features are difﬁcult to extract due to few stations or vertically sparse data) using
the method of Meincke et al. [1997]. The salinities (temperatures) are found at the deep salinity maximum and
Figure 9. Argo ﬂoat WMO# 6900303 in 2004–2007: Float surface locations on a map and uS diagrams showing the seasonal and spatial changes in temperature and salinity.
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Figure 10. Sections of potential temperature, salinity, and velocity as end points, (b) Constant vertices at 1999 level, except AIW varies annually. with four constraints applied (1999,
2004, and 2010), and with the Argo adjustment and four constraints applied (1999–2010).
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Figure 10. (continued)
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Figure 10. (continued)
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in the near constant salinity layer above bottom (Figure 2a and Table A3). Vertical salinity and temperature gra-
dients (gradS and gradu) are computed between the salinity maximum and the deep layer as
gradS 5 Smax2Sdeep
 
=hgrad and (6)
gradh 5 hSmax2hdeep
 
=hgrad (7)
where Smax (umax) is the salinity (potential temperature) at the deep salinity maximum, Sdeep (udeep) is the
salinity (potential temperature) of the homogeneous bottom layer, and hgrad is the thickness of the gradient
layer below the salinity maximum (Figure 2a). If the bottom layer is homogeneous a turbulent vertical diffu-
sion coefﬁcient KvS (KvT) can be estimated from the temporal changes between the salinity (potential tem-
perature) at the salinity maximum and the deep layer.
KvS 5 ðSdeepðt2Þ2Sdeepðt1ÞÞ  ðhblðt1Þ1 hblðt2ÞÞ=2ðt22t1ÞðgradSðt1Þ1gradSðt2ÞÞ=2 (8)
Kvh 5 ðhdeepðt2Þ2hdeepðt1ÞÞ  ðhblðt1Þ1 hblðt2Þ Þ=2ðt22t1Þðgradhðt1Þ1gradhðt2ÞÞ=2 (9)
where hbl is the thickness of the bottom layer and t1 is the time of the ﬁrst observation and t2 is the time of
the second observation.
The amount of Arctic Ocean deep waters entering the central Greenland Sea from the rim is estimated from
the differences between salinities at the salinity maximum in the rim and in the center of the Greenland
Sea gyre using the diffusion coefﬁcient KvS following Meincke et al. [1997].
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where D is the thickness of the salinity maximum layer (averaged over the salinity maximum layers in the
rim and in the central gyre over time), R is the Greenland Sea gyre radius, assumed to be 150 km, DSM is the
observed change over time of the salinity at the salinity maximum in the central Greenland Sea gyre, u is
the zonal velocity component (positive from the rim towards the gyre center), and DSR is the difference
between the salinities averaged over the salinity maximum layer in the rim and in the central gyre. The
transport from the rim toward the central gyre is assumed to take place over one quarter of the circumfer-
ence of the gyre.
The Argo data reach a maximum depth of 2000 dbar which allows for the study of intermediate waters dur-
ing all seasons. B€onisch et al. [1997] found only small variations in their intermediate waters (200–2000 m)
between 1952 and 1980, and a warming trend from 1981 onward with only small variations in salinity. Since
then Atlantic water properties and volumes have changed and the variations have become larger [Karsten-
sen et al., 2005; Latarius and Quadfasel, 2010; Walczowski et al., 2012]. The seasonal (Figure 2b) and annual
progress of convection in the Greenland Sea can be followed in the Argo data available for the Greenland
Sea from 2001 onward for the convection has mainly been shallower than 2000 dbar during the recent
years except for in some narrow coherent vortices [e.g., Beszczynska-M€oller and Dye, 2013].
4. Results
4.1. Volume Transports
The net volume transports obtained from geostrophy and with four constraints applied for 8 years between
1999 and 2010, are 21.96 1.0 Sv (southward) (Table 2, Figure 5). The individual northward and southward
volume transports are larger through the GS section (146 2 Sv northward and 166 2 Sv southward) than
through the FS section (96 3 Sv northward and 116 3 Sv northward) except in 2010 when both the north-
ward and southward transports through the FS section are 3–4 Sv larger than during any of the other years.
Net transports are southward in all years.
The net volume transports estimated using the linear ﬁt to Argo ﬂoat velocities and then applying four con-
straints average to 20.86 1.5 Sv (southward) (Table 2). The northward and southward volume transports
through the Fram Strait and southward volume transports through the Greenland Sea section average at
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approximately the same as without adjusting the velocities with Argo data, and the northward transports
through the Greenland Sea section 1–2 Sv larger. The net volume transports are southward, except in 2001
northward. Fieg et al. [2010] report a net southward volume ﬂux from moorings in the Fram Strait in 1997–2005
to be 1.756 5.01 Sv and from a ﬁne resolution model 2.06 1.26 Sv. The net volume ﬂux from the same moored
array but averaged over the period concurrent with the present study (1999–2010) is 2.86 3.5 Sv southward
(updated time series from Schauer and Beszczynska-M€oller [2009]). Using a pan-Arctic inverse model for summer
2005, Tsubouchi et al. [2012] estimate the net volume transport through the Fram Strait at 1.66 3.9 Sv south-
ward. This result is lower, but considering the large variability, still in the same range.
The volume transports are estimated through ﬁve section parts. The net volume transports are 0.4–0.5 Sv
southward in the Greenland shelf at both the FS and GS sections. The net volume transport is northward in
the eastern slope at both the FS and GS sections, and also in the eastern half of the Greenland Sea deep
basin, and southward elsewhere. The Argo adjustment enhances the northward volume transports in the
eastern Greenland Sea and southward volume transports in the western Greenland Sea as would be
expected across a line through a cyclonic gyre. The net volume transports at the Greenland Sea section
parts become 5 Sv through each, southward at the two western section parts and northward at the two
eastern section parts, with the largest variability in the east (Figure 7).
4.2. Heat and Freshwater Transports
Heat loss between the GS and FS sections is estimated at 96 12 TW (Figure 8). Although the northward
ﬂowing surface water and AW at the Greenland Sea section are mainly warmer than at the Fram Strait sec-
tion, most of them do not continue northward to the Fram Strait, but follow a cyclonic path at the rims of
the Greenland Sea. This cyclonic path can be seen in the drift estimated from Argo ﬂoats during summer
months (Figure 3). A larger cycle is captured by Argo ﬂoat WMO# 6900303 (Figure 9). The northward ﬂowing
surface waters in the western slopes are about 0.58C cooler at the FS section than at the GS section and AW
is cooled about 0.18C on its northward way between the sections.
Liquid freshwater transports are estimated relative to salinity 34.9. A net southward freshwater transport is
found that is larger at the FS section, 666 9 mSv, than at the GS section, 546 20 mSv (Figure 8). The fresh-
water transport at the FS section compares well with the estimate by de Steur et al. [2009], who obtained an
annual mean freshwater ﬂux of 66 mSv (comprising 40.46 14.4 mSv measured in the East Greenland Cur-
rent by a moored array and 25.66 11.3 mSv estimated for the East Greenland shelf). The salinities of the
southward ﬂowing surface waters, where most of the freshwater transport lies, are higher in the GS than in
the FS section. On average 12 mSv of freshwater is lost between the two sections.
4.3. Water Mass Transports, Properties, and Transformations
Volume transports are estimated for six water mass classes [Rudels et al., 2005, 2008]. Net volume transports
give a reasonable southward ﬂow of 1–2 Sv (Table 2) as compared with previous estimates, but some of the
individual water mass transports seem questionable, e.g., a larger net volume transport of AW northward
through the FS than through the GS section during some of the years (Figure 6). The transports with the
Argo adjustment and four constraints applied are presented in the text below from surface to bottom.
The surface water net volume transports are southward through both the FS and GS sections with an aver-
age of 0.6–0.7 Sv. The net transports through the GS section are larger than those through the FS section in
2002 and 2010, which could be explained by melting between the sections, an interpretation supported by
a net freshwater input between the sections in 2002 (Figure 8). In 2008, the net volume transport of surface
water is larger through the FS section, which could be due to the missing East Greenland shelf at the GS
section where a substantial amount of surface water is estimated to ﬂow southward during most of the
other years (Figure 10, velocities). During the other years, the net volume transports of surface water
through the two sections are within 60.1 Sv of one another (Figures 6 and 7). Separating the sections to a
western and eastern part at 0 meridian gives a net southward volume transport of surface water in the
western FS section 0.86 Sv and GS section 1.21 Sv, and in the east a net northward transport in FS section
0.19 Sv and in GS section 0.36 Sv.
Net AW volume transports are estimated at about 0.9 Sv northward through the GS section and 0.7 Sv
northward through the FS section (Figure 6). Over the observation period from 1999 to 2010 AW has
become about 0.48C warmer and over 0.005 more saline (Figure 7). At the GS section, the temperature
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Figure 11. Deep water volume transport proportions by water mass using the triangle division with (a) annually varying triangle vertices (water mass end-members), (b) constant
triangle vertices at 1999 level, except AIW varying annually.
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difference between northward and southward ﬂowing AW is above 0.58C and in FS the difference has
diminished from about 0.4 to 0.18C. The difference in the Fram Strait getting smaller could be interpreted as
AW making a shorter loop north of the FS section at the end of the observation period, or cooling less. A
likely cause for the decreasing temperature difference in the Fram Strait is the signiﬁcantly warmer west-
ward recirculation of Atlantic water directly in the Fram Strait in the late 2000s as reported by Beszczynska-
M€oller et al. [2012] and de Steur et al. [2014]. Another cause could be the presence of more or stronger
eddies since in 2010 the AW northward and southward transports at the FS section are both about 7 Sv as
compared with the 2–5 Sv during the other years (Figures 6 and 10, velocities). AW at the GS section is
warmer and more saline than at the northern FS section. The warmest and most saline AW is found to ﬂow
northward through GS section and the coolest and least saline southward through FS section. The south-
ward ﬂowing AW is not systematically warmer and saltier at either section, the properties depending on
how much cooling and mixing the water mass has undergone. A seasonal cycle has been observed in AW
by e.g., Latarius and Quadfasel [2010] and by Beszczynska-M€oller et al. [2012]. The FS section is taken immedi-
ately, or within a month or two, after the GS section but both observations are still made in summer and
the differences due to seasonality between the two sections is expected to be small.
Separating the sections into 4–5 parts allows for following the water masses in more detail (Figure 7). The
warmest and most saline AW (e.g., in 2010 3.938C, 35.11) is found ﬂowing northward in the eastern slope of
the GS section, while a large part with similar properties ﬂows southward west of it, suggesting a large-scale
eddy structure. The northward ﬂowing AW in WSC in FS is already slightly cooler and less saline (in 2010
3.638C, 35.09). The AW ﬂowing southward in the western FS is signiﬁcantly cooler and less saline (in 2010
1.818C, 34.90), and the southward ﬂowing AW in the western GS section is again slightly cooler and less
saline (in 2010 1.658C, 34.90).
The net volume transports of dAW are estimated at 0.5 Sv southward through the whole FS section and 0.8
Sv southward through the GS section. Over the study period, dAW has become warmer and more saline
(Figure 7). The dAW in the FS section is warmer and more saline than in the GS section. This could be due
to AW being cooled between the two sections, becoming denser, and entering the dAW range. Northward
ﬂowing dAW is more saline and warmer than southward ﬂowing.
The effect on intermediate water transports of the choice between using Argo adjustment or not is 3.0 Sv in
the GS section. The level at which the Argo adjustment is applied to the velocities, 1000 dbar, is mostly
located within the intermediate water layer of Rudels et al. [2008]. The individual northward and southward
volume transports at the GS section decrease to about 3 Sv after the Argo adjustment, remaining 1.4 Sv
larger than at the FS section. The net volume transport of intermediate water however is about 0.5 Sv south-
ward with both methods (Figure 6). The intermediate water contains both AIW originating from the Nordic
Seas and upper Polar Deep Water (uPDW) originating from the Arctic Ocean, a separation between the two
has not been attempted. The intermediate waters have become warmer and more saline over the observa-
tion period at the GS section but show no clear trend at the FS section. Intermediate waters are warmer and
more saline at the FS section than at the GS section, and the difference gets smaller between 1999
and 2010, starting from above 0.28C for temperature and 0.02–0.03 for salinity and ending at about 0.18C
and very small or no difference in salinity (Figure 7).
The deep waters can be separated into two classes based on their densities (Table A2). The net deep water vol-
ume transports are close to zero, being sometimes southward and sometimes northward. The density division
alone does not allow for distinguishing between the Arctic Ocean and the Nordic Seas deep water masses. The
deep waters are observed, both in the Greenland Sea [Somavilla et al., 2013] and in the Fram Strait [Langehaug
and Falck, 2012] to be warming and becoming more saline. Using the deﬁnitions by Rudels et al. [2008] and sepa-
rating between EBDW, CBDW, and NDW at salinity 34.915 seems to work best, as estimated visually, in mid-
2000s (Figure 4). Since 2007 parts of the NDW have become more saline than the 34.915 limit of Rudels et al.
[2008] and Marnela et al. [2013] and in 2013 the salinity of GSDW, part of NDW, is already close to 34.92, a limit
used for separating between Arctic Ocean and Nordic Seas originated waters by e.g., Langehaug and Falck
[2012]. The EBDW can have salinities up to 34.93 in FS and it is no longer possible to distinguish between the Arc-
tic Ocean and Nordic Seas originated deep water masses merely based on their salinities and temperatures with-
out at least inspecting the individual uS curves. Von Appen et al. [2015] have noted that the different deep waters
present in Fram Strait have become more similar and estimated for the deep waters of the northern and south-
ern origins to have the same temperature in Fram Strait in 2020. The salinities are getting similar too (Figure 4).
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The deep water masses are more saline and warmer at the FS section than at the GS section (Figure 7). The
deep waters have in general become warmer and more saline, with the largest changes observed in the
Greenland Sea, about 0.018C/yr in temperature and 0.007/yr in salinity. The less dense deep water ﬂowing
southward through the FS section however has become colder and less saline. This could be due to CBDW,
the warmest of the deep waters becoming more diluted with colder and less saline AIW or NDW.
Deep waters are distinguished using the triangle method [Mamayev, 1975] with potential temperature and
salinity values dedicated to a speciﬁc water mass at the vertices of the triangles. These end points are
allowed to vary annually (see Figure 4 for how the annually varying triangle vertices are deﬁned). The water
mass triangles also affect the intermediate water transports by up to 1 Sv due to the changing lower limit
of the deﬁned intermediate water layer. Allowing the triangle end points to vary annually shows a decrease
in the Fram Strait CBDW volume transport proportion of deep waters ﬂowing southward from 50% to about
30–40% (Figure 11a). The decrease could at least partially be caused by the big changes in AIW properties
with AIW becoming warmer and more saline and thus more similar to CBDW whose properties remain
nearly constant (and in this work are kept constant). EBDW volumes are very small and the southward vol-
ume transport also decreases during 1999–2010. The southward ﬂowing volume proportion of NDW
increases as the fraction of Arctic Ocean waters diminishes. NDW, including the small amounts of deep
GSDW, represents about 60–70% of the northward ﬂowing deep waters in the Fram Strait. No clear trends
are found in the northward ﬂow in the FS section. In the GS section no clear increase or decrease of trans-
ports of any speciﬁc deep water mass is found and the NDW constitutes 80% of the deep waters.
The volume transports for the deep waters are also estimated ﬁxing the triangle vertices to values from
1999, except for AIW which is allowed to vary annually, to estimate the changes in the proportional water
mass volumes that have taken place in over a decade. NDW in the Greenland Sea has become warmer and
more saline, from the late 1970s to 2013 the salinity has increased from 34.89 to 34.918 and potential tem-
perature from 21.288C to 20.958C. Over the observation period 1999–2010, salinity increased from 34.902
to 34.914 and temperature from 21.168C to 21.008C (Table 1 and Figure 4). In the Greenland Sea, the NDW
volume transport, including the deep GSDW, therefore decreases from 80% to 60% while the Arctic Ocean
deep waters increase from 20% to 40% (Figure 11b). In the Fram Strait, the changes are small.
4.4. Mixing
Mixing in the Greenland Sea is estimated in the same way as in Meincke et al. [1997] between the deep
salinity maximum and the near bottom homogeneous layer. The mean vertical salinity gradient between
the two years 1982 and 1993 given in Meincke et al. [1997] is 4.41026 m21 and computed from their values
5.11026 m21. From salinities between 1999 and 2010, a salinity gradient of 4.01026 m21 is estimated and
from temperatures a temperature gradient of 9.510258Cm21.
Using data in Table A3 for the observation period from 1999 to 2010 KvS(99-10) is estimated at 1.61023
m2s21 and KvT(99-10) at 8.51024 m2s21. The values are smaller than those of Meincke et al. [1997] who
obtained 3.71023 m2s21 for KvS, but the ratio of KvS:KvT5 2:1, is the same.
Meincke et al. [1997] estimated a 0.3 Sv inﬂow of EBDW to the Greenland Sea from their KvS of 3.71023. In
this work for the whole available period from 1977 to 2013, an averaged value of 2.31023 m2s21 is esti-
mated for the vertical diffusivity from salinities, and for 1999–2010 1.81023 m2s21. The value is larger in the
beginning, 6.21023 m2s21 averaged for 1977–1988 (Table A3). The velocity from the rim of the Greenland Sea
to the center is estimated in a way following Meincke et al. [1997] at 0.86 0.5 cm/s for a period of 1999–2006.
From 2008 onward, the salinity differences at the salinity maximum layers at the rim and in the central Green-
land Sea are too small, or the salinity is smaller in the rim, to make this kind of estimation. The volume transport
of EBDW into the central Greenland Sea gyre is estimated averaged over 1999–2006 at about 0.96 0.6 Sv. More
than the 0.446 0.09 Sv estimated by Somavilla et al. [2013], but in the same range as estimated by Jeansson
et al. (personal communication, 2016) based on salinity differences between 1982 and 2002.
5. Summary and Discussion
The amount of Arctic Ocean waters transported to the Nordic Seas as well as the amount of waters trans-
ported through Fram Strait to the Arctic Ocean, i.e., AW, intermediate waters formed in the Greenland Sea,
and NDW, are estimated from geostrophy adjusted with Argo ﬂoat velocities from summer, and by applying
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four conservation constraints, and averaged over eight summers between 1999 and 2010. The adjustment
uses a simple linear ﬁt to the data although the transports in the center of the GS gyre are variable and at
the rims the velocities observed by Argo ﬂoats are one order of magnitude larger than those estimated
from the linear ﬁt. The data are sparse and making another kind of ﬁt would have required guesses and
those guesses would then affect the resulting transports. The effects of the slope of the linear ﬁt were stud-
ied (not shown) and it was found that changing the slope steepness originally of 0.0012 by 0.0002 ((m/s)/
longitude), alters the net volume transport by about 0.2 Sv, with the net transport diminishing as the slope
increases, and the northward and southward transports at the GS section increasing correspondingly by on
average 0.8 Sv (southward ﬂow) and 1.0 Sv (northward ﬂow). At the FS section for every 0.0002 change in
the slope steepness, the northward ﬂow increases by about 0.1–0.2 Sv and the southward ﬂow decreases
slightly. The results obtained for the volume transports are thus rather sensitive to how the adjustment
based on Argo data is conducted. The net volume transports estimated in this study, 0.86 1.5 Sv south-
ward, are from a low range as compared with the recent estimates of 2–3 Sv southward for the Fram Strait.
Future studies with better Argo coverage could improve the estimates based on similar methods as pre-
sented in this work. The drift estimated from the Argo ﬂoats is also available as an ANDRO product at http://
wwz.ifremer.fr/lpo/Produits/ANDRO. The linear ﬁt was estimated from the ANDRO data for comparison and
increased the slope from 0.0012 to 0.0014.
The water mass deﬁnitions used here follow those by Rudels et al. [2005, 2008] for surface water and Atlantic
waters. However, their deep water deﬁnitions separating the Arctic Ocean originated and Nordic Seas origi-
nated waters at salinity 34.915 are no longer valid for the most recent years due to the warming and saliniﬁ-
cation of GSDW, reported by for example, Somavilla et al. [2013]. A water mass triangle approach is
therefore used for distinguishing between deep waters of different origin. The sections are separated into
4–5 parts to better distinguish the differences in the northward and southward ﬂows.
The surface water net volume transport is 0.7 Sv southward. The least saline waters, partly due to ice melt,
are found in the surface layer. Most of the liquid freshwater transport is therefore located in the surface
layer. Liquid freshwater is accumulated in the area between the FS and GS sections, i.e., the southward
freshwater transports at the FS section are larger than the southward freshwater transports at the GS sec-
tion contrary to what might be expected should ice melt in the area between the sections. The observations
are from summer time and no sea ice formation therefore expected to remove liquid freshwater from the
area. However, there is a net heat loss between the sections and ice formation cannot be completely ruled
out. The individual northward and southward freshwater transports at the GS section relative to salinity 34.9
are smaller than corresponding transports at the FS section so the freshwater does not appear to be caught
in a cyclonic ﬂow at the GS section either. An explanation might be the later observation time of the FS sec-
tion which would allow for more ice melt to have taken place at the FS section. The surface water proper-
ties, colder, and less saline at the FS than at the GS section (Figure 7), also support this hypothesis.
Advection of these melt waters southward to the GS section also introduces an additional time lag.
The time lag for waters traveling from one section to the other has been ignored. The Argo ﬂoats located in
the Nordic Seas show travel times at 1000 dbar level of about 2–3 months from the Fram Strait to 758N
in the EGC and from 2 months to a year in the opposite direction. The effect of the near surface drift on the
estimated Argo ﬂoat drift at the intermediate depths was estimated by Voet et al. [2010] as max 5 km during
the 10 day cycle that the ﬂoat makes. This and the other inaccuracies related to the use of Argo ﬂoat data
are described in Voet et al. [2010] and here ignored, yet causing a small error.
The AW volume transports are estimated at about 0.9 Sv northward through the GS section and 0.7 Sv
northward through the FS section and dAW transports at 0.5 Sv southward through the FS section and 0.8
Sv southward through the GS section. Both the AW and dAW have become warmer and more saline during
1999-2010. Previous studies by e.g., Beszczynska-M€oller et al. [2012] show a maximum in the AW tempera-
ture and salinity in 2006 and a 5–6 year cycle in the AW properties, and warm and saline AW has been
observed e.g., in 1984, perhaps taking away some of the signiﬁcance of the trend observed in 1999–2010.
When the sections are separated into 4–5 parts, the northward AW ﬂow can be seen in the eastern sides of
the sections while somewhat cooled and diluted AW is found to return southward in the western sides (Fig-
ure 7). A substantial amount of the heat transport takes place within the AW. Heat is estimated to be lost
between the two sections by about 96 12 TW. Somewhat less than the 12.7 TW estimated by Cisewski et al.
[2003] from 1997 data to be lost between a 758N section and a section in the Fram Strait at 79840’N, and
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similar in magnitude to the about 11 TW estimated to be lost from a smaller area north of the FS section by
Marnela et al. [2013]. Some of the heat carried by AW continues northward past the Fram Strait while some
remains or is lost in the Nordic Seas. In this study, the budget for the Arctic Ocean is not closed and the
heat transports computed relative to a reference temperature through the individual sections are arbitrary
[see Schauer and Beszczynska-M€oller, 2009; Tsubouchi et al., 2012]. The FS and GS sections are treated as syn-
optic, but in fact they are not since the southern section is taken ﬁrst and some of the northward transport
may even be observed twice, ﬁrst at the GS and later at the FS section. Sometimes the waters can get
caught in an eddy as revealed by the Argo ﬂoats and take much longer, up to a year, between the sections.
Only a few Argo ﬂoats were carried into the Fram Strait from the Greenland Sea. They did not coincide with
the times of the hydrographic observations, and a more detailed study would be required to include them
into the present analysis.
The intermediate water transports are in this study affected by the choices of whether to use Argo adjustment or
not, and also by the deep water mass deﬁnitions. The net volume transport of intermediate water is estimated at
about 0.5 Sv southward. The intermediate waters have become warmer and more saline at the GS section, thus
decreasing the difference between the intermediate waters found in the two sections. The intermediate waters
have not here been separated into AIW and uPDW, although AIW as observed in the Greenland Sea is used as a
vertex for the water mass triangles. The separation between AIW and uPDW could be possible to some extent
based on their (uS) curves, or using additional parameters that have not been included in this study.
A temperature maximum in the intermediate waters in the Greenland Sea which appeared in the beginning
of the 1990s at the depth of 800 m had its origins in the Amerasian Basin warm waters. The intermediate
temperature maximum gradually descended downward [e.g., Meincke et al., 1997; Budeus et al., 1998;
Somavilla et al., 2013] (Figure 4). In 2005, another maximum appeared above it. Temperature maxima can
be created during shallow convection and descend downward unless erased by deeper convection events
or lateral advection in the following years. The 1990s pulse has already reached deep and its temperature
maximum has disappeared because of the temperature increase in the layers above.
Convection depths were estimated from CTD proﬁles and Argo data. Data from Argo ﬂoats allow for track-
ing the seasonal development of the convection. Since the Argo ﬂoats have been collecting data from the
Nordic Seas, some coherent vortices reaching deeper than the Argo ﬂoats proﬁles (i.e., below 2000 dbar),
have been present, e.g., in 2002 extending down to 2500 dbar. These depths cannot be covered with the
regular Argo ﬂoats, but deep proﬁling Argo ﬂoats would be needed. Mainly the convection has been
Table A1a. Cruises the Hydrographic Data for the Zonal Double Sections at the Greenland Sea (GS) and the Fram Strait (FS) Are
Obtained From
Ship, Cruise
Year and Month
of the FS Stations
Number of Stations
at the FS Section
Longitudes 8W/8E
Covered by the FS Section
Latitudes 8N Covered
by the FS Section
Polarstern, ar15 1999 Sep 38 213.24 to 9.01 78.83–79.17
Lance 2000 Aug–Sep 35 215.00 to 10.99 78.92–79.02
Polarstern, ar17 2001 Jul 39 211.77 to –10.01 78.83–79.02
Polarstern, ar18 2002 Jul–Aug 73 217.48 to 9.00 78.82–78.84
Polarstern, ar20 2004 Jul–Aug 49 211.47 to 9.00 78.83–78.84
Polarstern, ar21 2005 Aug–Sep 76 217.48 to 9.01 78.81–78.84
Polarstern, ar23 2008 Jul 58 210.99 to 9.01 78.82–78.85
Polarstern, ar25 2010 Jul 79 212.51 to 9.83 78.83–78.84
Ship, Cruise Year and Month
of the GS Stations
Number of Stations
Available at
the GS Section
Longitudes 8W/8E
Covered by the
GS Section
Latitudes 8N Covered by
the GS Section
Polarstern, ar15 1999 Jul 60 215.93 to 17.10 74.99–75.01
Polarstern, ar16 2000 Jul 57 213.68 to 17.10 74.92–74.98
Polarstern, ar17 2001 Jun–Jul 52 214.36 to 15.89 74.96 to 75.01
Polarstern, ar18 2002 Jul 62 216.42 to 17.10 75.00
Polarstern, ar20 2004 Jun–Jul 55 216.74 to 15.84 75.00–75.08
Polarstern, ar21 2005 Jul–Aug 56 217.09 to 15.82 74.99–75.01
Polarstern, ar23 2008 Jun 52 212.61 to 16.50 75.00–75.19
Polarstern, ar25 2010 Jun 62 217.99 to 17.00 74.60–75.01
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shallower than 2000 dbar and the seasonal evolution can be observed in the Argo data starting in the
autumn with cooling waters gradually mixing deeper. Surface waters reach temperatures near freezing point
in November and December [Visbeck et al., 1995], and the maximum convection depth is reached in the
spring (Figure 2). Should the convection reach deeper than the Argo ﬂoats maximum proﬁling depth, some
small changes in the potential temperature and salinity properties might be detectable. The effect of having
chosen 1900 dbar as the Greenland Sea maximum convection depth during 1999–2010 and used as a limit
for the constraints was tested (not shown). The effect of changing the limit by 100 dbar is small, reducing
the net volume transports by 0–0.1 Sv. Changing the limit by 300 dbar results in a reduction of 0.1–0.3 Sv.
Over the past two decades, the deep waters in the Fram Strait have warmed substantially more (about
0.18C) than the source waters in the Arctic Ocean (0.028C). The Norwegian Sea deep water has become
slightly less than 0.18C warmer while the Greenland Sea deep water has warmed by 0.28C. The deep waters
in the Fram Strait, unlike in the central Greenland or Norwegian Seas (Lofoten Basin) show properties over a
wide range and von Appen et al [2015] observe substantial mixing of deep waters in the Fram Strait itself.
The Fram Strait stations for Figure 4 were chosen rather arbitrarily with an attempt to keep their number
down to two and to include maximal and minimal salinity values, often excluding waters with e.g., clear
Norwegian Sea Deep Water properties (yellow lines in Figure 4). The two stations should therefore not be
considered representative for the eastern or western parts of the strait. The bottom density development
toward less dense waters can yet be observed in Figure 4.
The deep water mass transports are estimated using water mass triangles. The results are affected by how
the vertices are chosen. We have chosen them as close to the waters observed as possible but yet altering
Table A1b. Other Cruises/Sources for Hydrographic Data From the Greenland Sea (GS), the Norwegian Sea (NS), and the Fram Strait
(FS)
Ship, Cruise or Source Year, Month Area
Pangaea.de 1977, 1978 GS
WOD13_CA 1982 Mar FS, GS, NS
Pangaea.de 1984, 1988 GS
WOD13_NO/Polarstern, ar09 1993 Nov/Mar NS, GS/FS
Pangaea.de 1994–1998 GS
WOD13_NO 1999 Jun NS
WOD13_NO 2000 May NS
WOD13_NO 2001 Jun NS
WOD13_NO 2002 Jun NS
Polarstern, ar19 2003 Apr–May GS
WOD13_NO 2005 Apr NS
WOD13_NO/Maria S Merian, ar22 2006 May/Jul–Aug NS/FS, GS
IPY database 2008 Jul NS
Polarstern, ar24 2009 Jun–Jul FS, GS
WOD13_NO 2011 Jun, Sep GS east, NS, FS east
Oceania, IOPAN AREX’12 2012 Jun, Jul GS east
WOD13_NO/Oceania, IOPAN Arex’13 2013 May, Jul/Jul NS, GS/FS east
Table A2. Water Mass Deﬁnitions of Rudels et al. [2008]
Water masses Density Range
Nordic Seas
Water Masses
Arctic Ocean
Water Masses
Surface water ru<27.70 Warm Surface Water (wSW) Polar Surface Water (PSW)
Atlantic water 27.70ru<27.97 Atlantic Water (AW) Arctic Atlantic Water (AAW)
Dense Atlantic water ru27.97
r0.5<30.444,
u>0
dense Atlantic Water (dAW)
S and u decreasing with depth
dense Arctic Atlantic Water (dAAW)
S increasing, u decreasing with depth
Intermediate water ru27.97,
r0.5<30.444,
u0
Arctic Intermediate Water
(AIW)upper S and u decreasing
with depth, lower S and
u increasing with depth
upper Polar Deep Water (uPDW)
S increasing, u decreasing with depth.
Deep Water I r0.5 30.444,
r1.5<35.142
Nordic Seas Deep Water
I (NDWI), S<34.915
Canadian Basin Deep Water (CBDW)
Deep Water II r1.535.142 Nordic Seas Deep Water
II (NDWII), S<34.915
Eurasian Basin Deep Water (EBDW)
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Table A3. Greenland Sea Deep Salinity Maximum Properties and the Depth of Its Location, the Salinity of the Bottom Layer Below the
Gradient and the Thickness of the Layer, and the Thickness of the Gradient Layer in Betweena
a)
Year 2z Smax S at Smax S deep h gradient
h bottom
layer
Vertical
S gradient KvS
D of
Smax
S at
Smax rim
D of
Smax rim u (cm/s) Vol
1977 1500 34.894 34.890 1000 1200 4.01026
1978 1300 34.896 34.892 1400 1000 2.91026 2.01022
1982 1500 34.896 34.892 1000 1200 4.01026 0
1984 2200 34.900 34.894 1300 200 4.61026 5.21023
1988 2400 34.897 34.893 800 500 5.01026 25.81024
1993 2400 34.905 34.900 800 400 6.31026 3.51023 490 34.912 400
1994 2500 34.903 34.899 1000 200 4.01026 21.81023 620 34.909 440
1995 2400 34.905 34.900 1100 200 4.51026 1.51023 660 34.910 660 0.59 0.83
1996 2400 34.906 34.901 1100 200 4.51026 1.41023
1997 2000 34.904 34.898 1400 300 4.31026 25.41023
1998 2000 34.906 34.900 1300 300 4.61026 4.31023 560 34.908 400 0.51 0.69
1999 2200 34.907 34.902 1200 300 4.21026 4.31023 570 34.911 600 1.31 1.64
2000 2250 34.908 34.9025 1300 150 4.21026 8.51024 400 34.911 430 0.44 0.52
2001 2250 34.909 34.903 1250 200 4.81026 6.11024 460 34.911 490 0.34 0.35
2002 2300 34.910 34.905 1250 150 5.01026 2.51023 400 34.912 590 1.07 1.23
2004 2500 34.9115 34.907 1000 200 4.51026 1.31023 510 34.914 500 0.53 0.61
2005 2600 34.912 34.908 950 150 4.41026 1.31023 410 34.915 650 0.49 0.60
2006 2500 34.9135 34.9095 1100 100 3.61026 1.51023 470 34.915 420 1.44 1.66
2008 2750 34.915 34.9125 650 250 3.81026 2.21023 380 34.915 480
2009 2850 34.9155 34.9135 650 200 3.11026 2.11023 288 34.9155 539
2010 2850 34.916 34.914 650 200 3.11026 1.01023 490 34.916 490
2013 3100 34.919 34.918 400 200 3.81026 2.41023 400 34.919 300
Mean 4.21026 2.31023
Std 7.61027 4.61023
Mean77–88 4.11026 6.21023
Mean 93–99 4.61026 1.11023
Mean 00–13 4.01026 1.61023
Mean 99–10 4.11026 1.81023
b)
Year 2z Smax u at Smax u deep h gradient h bottom layer Vertical u gradient KvT
1977 1500 21.21 21.27 1000 1200 6.01025
1978 1300 21.16 21.28 1400 1000 8.61025 24.81023
1982 1500 21.18 21.29 1000 1200 1.11024 28.91024
1984 2200 21.18 21.25 1300 200 5.41025 5.41023
1988 2400 21.18 21.24 800 500 7.51025 4.31024
1993 2400 21.13 21.21 800 400 1.01024 1.61023
1994 2500 21.12 21.20 1000 200 8.01025 1.11023
1995 2400 21.09 21.19 1100 200 9.11025 7.41024
1996 2400 21.07 21.17 1100 200 9.11025 1.41023
1997 2000 21.00 21.17 1400 300 1.21024 0
1998 2000 21.00 21.17 1300 300 1.31024 0
1999 2200 21.01 21.16 1200 300 1.31024 7.31024
2000 2250 20.99 21.14 1300 150 1.21024 1.21023
2001 2250 20.98 21.13 1250 200 1.21024 4.71024
2002 2300 20.97 21.11 1250 150 1.01024 1.01023
2004 2500 20.98 21.09 1000 200 1.11024 5.01024
2005 2600 20.98 21.07 950 150 9.51025 1.11023
2006 2500 20.97 21.06 1100 100 8.21025 4.41024
2008 2750 20.96 21.02 650 250 9.21025 1.31023
2009 2850 20.96 21.01 650 200 7.71025 8.41024
2010 2850 20.95 21.00 650 200 7.71025 8.21024
2013 3100 20.93 20.955 400 200 6.31025 6.01024
Mean 9.51025 6.71024
Std 2.11025 1.71023
Mean77–88 8.11025 3.51025
Mean 93–99 1.11024 8.01024
Mean 00–13 9.41025 8.31024
c)
Year r0 at Smax r0 bottom r2 at Smax r2 bottom
1977 28.078 28.082 37.466 37.484
1978 28.077 28.084 37.462 37.486
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them just enough to ﬁt in most of the waters observed at both sections. Dense waters produced in winter
on the Arctic shelves (western Barents Sea and Spitsbergen) due to brine release while the water freezes
are present at the FS section during some years (not shown). Those waters have been partly left out since
they would not ﬁt into the category of being EBDW or CBDW. A signal of dense water plume in the deep
Fram Strait has after the ﬁrst observations in 1986 [Quadfasel et al., 1988; Schauer and Fahrbach, 1999] been
observed several times afterwards: e.g., in 1988 and 2002 [Rudels et al., 1999, 2005] and in 2008 [Jardon
et al., 2014]. It reached maximal values of salinity (up to 34.945) and was the warmest (u about 20.678C) in
2002, while in 2000 and 2008 the water was slightly less saline and colder. The plumes are distinguished
from other deep waters as being warmer and more saline, while the density is similar to NDW density thus
allowing for the plume waters to mix with the other deep waters present in the Fram Strait.
The northward and southward ﬂows of CBDW estimated are perhaps somewhat larger than expected, and
they may be overestimated due to having the other triangle vertices located closer together. The EBDW
transports are smaller (Figure 6). At the Fram Strait, the net volume transports of Arctic origin deep waters
should be southward, because no other passage exists for waters this deep between the Arctic Ocean and
the Nordic Seas. Combining CBDW and EBDW with their small net transports in the Fram Strait, into ‘‘Arctic
Ocean deep waters’’ gives an estimate of 0.01 Sv southward and at the GS section 0.02 Sv northward. These
numbers are very small and probably an underestimate due to the chosen method. Previous estimates for
EBDW transports entering the Greenland Sea gyre by Meincke et al. [1997] based on mixing estimates are
0.3 Sv and by Somavilla et al. [2013] 0.446 0.09 Sv. In this study, the amount of EBDW range water entering
the Greenland Sea gyre is estimated at 0.96 0.6 Sv from mixing estimates. This value is signiﬁcantly higher
than the northward and southward transport estimates for the Arctic Ocean deep waters from geostrophy.
However, the water in the EBDW range penetrating from the Greenland slope into the center of the gyre is
EBDW that has been strongly diluted by mixing with NDW at the slope between Fram Strait and 758N
[Rudels et al., 2005]. In fact the northward and southward transports of NDW across the 758N section are
estimated from geostrophy as ﬁve to ten times larger than the corresponding transports of CBDW and
EBDW (Figure 6c). Most of the volume that penetrates into the center of the gyre thus consists of NDW, and
if the estimate of 1 Sv is correct, then about 20% of the deep water crossing the 758N section penetrates
into the gyre, while the bulk of the ﬂow takes part in the recirculation in the Greenland Sea and Norwegian
Sea gyres. About as much Arctic Ocean deep waters that enter the Greenland Sea gyre from the rim are esti-
mated by Jeansson et al. (personal communication, 2016) to enter the Norwegian Sea. A small fraction of
Table A3. (continued)
c)
Year r0 at Smax r0 bottom r2 at Smax r2 bottom
1982 28.080 28.081 37.466 37.472
1984 28.083 28.0845 37.472 37.485
1988 28.077 28.076 37.460 37.463
1993 28.080 28.079 37.460 37.464
1994 28.080 28.079 37.459 37.463
1995 28.080 28.080 37.457 37.464
1996 28.080 28.080 37.456 37.462
1997 28.078 28.078 37.450 37.460
1998 28.076 28.079 37.448 37.462
1999 28.079 28.080 37.453 37.462
2000 28.079 28.080 37.450 37.461
2001 28.079 28.080 37.449 37.460
2002 28.079 28.081 37.449 37.460
2004 28.081 28.082 37.451 37.459
2005 28.081 28.082 37.452 37.458
2006 28.082 28.083 37.451 37.458
2008 28.083 28.0835 37.452 37.457
2009 28.083 28.084 37.452 37.456
2010 28.083 28.084 37.452 37.456
2013 28.085 28.085 37.453 37.453
aYears 1982 and 1993 are from Meincke et al. [1997]. (a) Vertical salinity and (b) temperature gradients are computed between the
salinity maximum and the deep layer. The vertical diffusion coefﬁcients are from the year above to the year on the row where the value
is presented. Densities are presented in (c).
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the deep water will also join the overﬂow as Norwegian Sea water through the Faroe Bank Channel [Hansen
and Østerhus, 2000], while the Denmark Strait overﬂow initially is too light, only allowing the passage of
water in the AIW and CBDW density range. The volume transports through the FS and GS sections are thus
linked with the processes active in the Greenland Sea gyre.
The local formation of deep water in the Greenland Sea was up to the1980s estimated about 05Sv but has
declined to almost zero in the recent decades. Whether an active convection and deep and bottom water
formation in the Greenland Sea would intensify the exchanges between the rim and the center, or would
the Arctic Ocean deep waters rather bypass the dense central dome in the Greenland Sea as was suggested
by Figure 8 in Rudels [1995], remains an open question that might perhaps be answered by modelling
efforts rather than observations.
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